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Press Release 
Documentary film Trekkies2 Interviews  
Jacqueline Lichtenberg  
Neo Motion Pictures is now filming the sequel to the documentary on Star 
Trek fans, Trekkies, titled Trekkies2, hosted by Denise Cosby.   

Film maker Roger Nygard has selected Jacqueline Lichtenberg as one of the many Star Trek 
fans to be interviewed for this landmark film on July 23, 2003 in Newport Beach California.   

Star Trek Lives! by Jacqueline Lichtenberg, Sondra Marshak and Joan Winston. 
Lichtenberg was a professional science fiction writer before Bantam paperbacks published her book, 
Star Trek Lives! by Jacqueline Lichtenberg, Sondra Marshak and Joan Winston.  This is the book that 
invited the world outside science fiction fandom to contact the Star Trek Welcommittee which 
Lichtenberg had founded with Gene Roddenberry’s permission.   

Star Trek Fan Fiction  
Lichtenberg had been an active science fiction fan for more than a decade when Star Trek was first 

broadcast.  She helped bring the show to the attention of established sf fan networks and contributed to 
the first Star Trek fanzine, Spockanlia, created by long-time sf fan Devra Langsam.   

She is famous within Star Trek fandom for her Star Trek fan-written alternate universe titled 
Kraith.  At one time she had over 50 fans writing and illustrating the Kraith stories which were 
collected into 5 volumes of 7 point type.  Response to Kraith and to her Sime~Gen novel, House of 
Zeor, formed the basis of her research for Star Trek Lives!   

She sold House of Zeor in hardcover to Spock fans on a money back guarantee and never had 
one returned.  Today Sime~Gen is built on the same structure she perceived in Star Trek, and after a 
hiatus during which fans kept it alive in fan-fiction, Sime~Gen is being revived with new material.   

More information:  www.trekkies2.com  and 
 http://www.simegen.com/reviews/rereadablebooks/trekcon.html 


